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Warsan Shire Poetry Foundation

July 13th, 2018 Poet And Activist Warsan Shire Grew Up In London She Is The Author Of The Collections Teaching My Mother How To Give Birth Flipped Eye 2011 Her Blue Body Flipped Eye 2015
The poem can start with him walking backwards into a room — Warsan Shire

July 13th, 2018 Warsan Shire FRSL Born 1 August 1988 Is A British Writer Poet Editor And Teacher Who Was Born To Somali Parents In Kenya East Africa

Warsan Shire The Poet Behind the Words in Beyoncé’s
April 25th, 2016 Before any of the multiple directors producers or collaborators were credited at the end of Lemonade Beyoncé paid tribute to Warsan Shire the Kenya born Somali British poet whose prose is read throughout the film By now we know what this means Queen Bey would like you to take note of this’ 

Meet Somali British Poet Warsan Shire Featured On Beyoncé April 24th, 2016 Poet Warsan Shire Quoted On Beyoncé S LEMONADE’

poets speak out for refugees no one leaves home unless

September 16th, 2015 “no one leaves home unless home is the mouth of a shark you only run for the border when you see the whole city running as well ” this evocative stanza from poet warsan shire’s home hit a nerve online recently as the european public finally woke up to the reality of the refugee crisis

Warsan Shire Twitter
July 11th, 2018 The Latest Tweets From WARSAN SHIRE Warsan Shire WRITER Amp CIYAAL SUUQ S T Co F1B2FCaw2o S T Co QrvVraskkt Los Angeles Via London Via Mogadishu

No one puts their children in a boat unless CBC Radio

Who is Warsan Shire Everything you need to know about the April 26th, 2016 A photo posted by warsan shire wu shire on Feb 25 2016 at 11 30am PST Beyoncé’s Lemonade — which we’re still not and may The post Who is Warsan Shire’

Warsan Shire Poet United Kingdom Poetry International

March 17th, 2013 Warsan Shire Showed Her First Poem To Her Father At The Age Of 11 Won An International Poetry Slam At 16 “I Didn’t Really Understand What A Poetry Slam Was” …

‘warsan shire amplifies marginalized voices at poetry

june 6th, 2018 british poet warsan shire pictured in 2010 visited duke in april to read some of her works primarily focusing on marginalized voices’

‘ teaching my mother how to give birth

july 14th, 2018 what elevates teaching my mother how to give birth what gives the poems their disturbing brilliance is warsan shire s ability to give simple beautiful eloquence to the veiled world where sensuality lives in the dominant narrative of islam reclaiming the more nuanced truths of earlier times as in tayeb salih s work and translating to’
Poets speak out for refugees no one leaves home unless

September 16th, 2015 “no one leaves home unless home is the mouth of a shark you only run for the border when you see the whole city running as well ” this evocative stanza from poet warisan shire’s home hit a nerve online recently as the european public finally woke up to the reality of the refugee crisis “Home” by Warsan Shire – Poetry And As Translation

May 1st, 2017 Original Text Home by Warsan Shire no one leaves home unless home is the mouth of a shark you only run for the border when you see the whole city running as well your neighbors running faster than you breath bloody in their throats the boy you went to school with who kissed you dizzy behind the